We remember our lives as sequences of events, but it is unclear how these memories are controlled 39 during retrieval. In rats, prelimbic cortex (PL) is positioned to influence sequence memory through 40 extensive top down inputs to the nucleus reuniens of the thalamus (RE) and perirhinal cortex (PER), 41 regions heavily interconnected with the hippocampus. Here, we tested the hypothesis that specific 42 PL→RE and PL→PER projections regulate sequence memory retrieval using an hM4Di synaptic-silencing 43 approach. First, we show that the suppression of PL activity impairs sequence memory. Second, we show 44 that inhibiting PL→RE and PL→PER pathways effectively eliminated sequence memory. Last, we 45 performed a sequential lag analysis showing that the PL→RE pathway contributes to a working memory 46 retrieval strategy, and the PL→PER pathway contributes to a temporal context memory retrieval strategy. 47
Introduction 50
We remember our lives as sequences of events, an ability at the core of episodic memory. The 51 temporal organization of memory has been studied in a wide array of tasks and is generally thought to be 52 useful for disambiguating memories with overlapping content (Clayton and Dickinson, 1998; Henson, 53 ± 0.021), position 3 (SMIPos3: 0.295 ± 0.023), and position 4 (SMIPos4: 0.213 ± 0.042) indicating memory for 127 the entire length of each sequence. Position1 was excluded since an OutSeq item could never be 128 presented in that position. Rats also performed well above chance levels on sequence1 (SMISeq1: 0.285 ± 129 0.009) and sequence2 (SMISeq2: 0.270 ± 0.009), with no significant difference between sequences (t(704) = 130 1.412, p = 0.158), indicating that rats were successfully switching between the two sequences. 131
Additionally, performance was not significantly different between no testing days and vehicle days on 132 either of the sequences ( Figure S3A ; sequence1: t(12) = 0.209, p = 0.838; sequence2: t(12) = 0.566, p = 133 0.586). 134 hM4Di in PL neurons 135
We targeted PL, the most implicated subregion of the rodent medial prefrontal cortex for the 136 temporal organization of memory (Uylings et al., 2003; DeVito and Eichenbaum, 2011; Tiganj et al., 2017; 137 2018) . After reaching behavioral criterion (asymptotic sequence memory performance levels over multiple 138 sessions) rats underwent surgery for microinjection of one of two viral construct groups (hM4Di+: 139 AAV9.CAG.mCherry-2a-hM4Di nrxn .WPRE.SV40; or mCherry-only: AAV9.CB7.CI.mCherry.WPRE.rBG) 140 into PL bilaterally (A/P: 3.24mm, M/L: ± 0.7mm, D/Vfrom cortex: -2.8mm). A modified hM4Di was used, which 141 is as an axon-preferring variant referred to as hM4Di nrxn (neurexin; Stachniak et al., 2014) . This particular 142 variant has been shown to exhibit enhanced axonal expression and reduced somatic expression. The 143 activation of this hM4Di nrxn variant inhibits synaptic transmission without somatic hyperpolarization 144 (Stachniak et al., 2014) . In addition to the viral infusion, chronic cannula were implanted targeting RE (at a 145 10̊ angle in order to avoid the superior sagittal sinus; A/P -1.8 mm, M/L -1.2 mm, D/V -6.7 mm) and PER 146 bilaterally (A/P -6.0 mm, M/L ±6.8 mm, D/V -6.0 mm). The postsurgical viral gestation time for these 147 experiments was determined by injecting hM4Di in a non-behavioral group of rats (n = 4) perfused at a 148 series of time points (1, 2, 4, and 8 weeks) following surgery. At two weeks the virus was well expressed 149 ( Figure S1 ), thus our experiments began after this incubation period. After recovery, rats continued 150 performing the sequence task daily and the experimental manipulations (i.p. injections and cannula
Localization of AAV infection and hM4Di expression 153
We visualized the expression resulting from both AAV viral constructs immunohistochemically 154 using antisera for the fluorescent reporter mCherry. The spread of hM4Di+ neurons across the prefrontal 155 cortex was precisely mapped onto a series of schematic plates for all rats, shown in Figure 3B and S4. 156 hM4Di+ cells were concentrated in the rostral to mid-levels of PL and the anterior cingulate cortex, with 157 dense labeling seen in deep cortical layers. While mCherry labeled cells were present throughout the 158 rostral caudal extent of PL, hM4Di+ expression in anterior cingulate cortex was limited to rostral aspects, 159 with only a scarce number of infected cells present in the posterior and ventral divisions of the anterior 160 cingulate cortex. In some hM4Di+ cases, there were negligible numbers of labeled cells which extended 161 into the medial orbital, ventral orbital, infralimbic, medial agranular cortex, and claustrum. 162
To estimate the localization of viral transduction with hM4Di+, we processed a series of slices for 163 dual immunofluorescence in a subset of animals (n = 3) using antisera for mCherry and NeuN ( Figure  164 2A). Cell counts were conducted in FIJI for mCherry labeled neurons and NeuN labeled neurons at three 165 anterior posterior (AP) levels: at the core of the injection site of the viral vector in layers 5/6 of PL and 166 anterior cingulate cortex (AP +3.2); and anterior and posterior to this level (± 120um), allowing for a ratio 167 of mCherry to NeuN labeled cells to determine the percentage of hM4Di+ infected cells. Figure 2B depicts 168 the mean percent of double-labeled cells in PL and anterior cingulate cortex at each of these levels. 169
Overall, the maximum percentage of hM4Di+ infected neurons in PL (48.99% ± 4.32) and anterior 170 cingulate cortex (50.61% ± 3.93) did not differ across subdivisions (t(16) = 0.779, p = 0.785) such that 171 approximately ~50% of neurons were double labeled. 172
We also examined the immunolabeling of mCherry terminals, and found the pattern of fiber 173 expression was characteristic of medial prefrontal cortex projection sites to the forebrain including the 174 orbital and insular cortices, ventral striatum, PER and entorhinal cortices ( Figure 5C ), and the entire 175 intralaminar and midline thalamus including predominantly RE ( Figure 4C ), indicative of good anterograde 176 transport, allowing for CNO inhibition of PL terminal fibers to RE (Vertes, 2002; Hoover and Vertes, 2007;  for intracerebral infusions was confirmed for all rats using cresyl violet stain, and their locations are 179 mapped in Figure 4B , 5B, and S5. 180
We also mapped the spread of mCherry cells for the mCherry-only control rats ( Figure S5A ). 181
While infected cells in mCherry-only rats were visualized outside of the medial wall of the prefrontal 182 cortex, extending to the orbital and motor cortices, the relative density and pattern of labeling of terminal 183 fibers to target sites (RE and PER) was similar to hM4Di+ rats Furthermore, the null behavioral effects of 184 these rats allowed us to confirm our findings were not associated with non-specific effects related to the 185 viral construct or CNO. Characteristic mCherry expression in PL and anterior cingulate cortex from a 186 representative case of both hM4Di+ and mCherry-only rat is depicted in Figure S5 . Lastly, while labeling 187 of neurons was virtually exclusive to the injection sites, sporadic cells were seen in target sites, (less than 188 
PL cortex is critical to sequence memory 191
Evidence suggests that PL makes essential contributions to sequence memory (DeVito and 192 Eichenbaum, 2011). Here, we examined the contribution of PL in sequence memory via systemic CNO 193 (i.p., 1mg/kg) or vehicle injections. We refer to each corresponding vehicle and CNO injection as a 194 repeated condition across behavioral sessions. We observed that the suppression of PL neurons with 195 CNO in the hM4Di+ group (SMI: 0.056 ± 0.121) significantly reduced SMI scores compared to vehicle 196 injection (SMI: 0.254 ± 0.062) the first time we ran this condition ( Figure 3C and 3D; first: t(12) = 5.200, p = 197 2.210×10 -4 , Cohen's d = 1.449), however, the second and third repeats of this condition was not effective 198 (second: t(12) = 1.039, p = 0.325; third: t(4) = 0.031, p = 0.970). Overall, we performed three repeated 199 conditions for the first cohort of hM4Di+ (n=5). We reduced to two repeated conditions for the second 200 cohort of hM4Di+ (n=8) and mCherry-only (n=9), since the third repeated condition did not have an effect 201 after CNO administration. In order to see if there was a relationship between CNO administration and 202 repeated conditions, we performed a Pearson's correlation. Figure 3E shows that there was a moderate 203 positive linear relationship between the repeated conditions and CNO in the hM4Di+ group (Pearson's r = times in the hM4Di+ group might indicate uncertainty (knowing whether a trial was InSeq or OutSeq) and 231 decisional differences, rather than deficits related to basic poke and hold behavior. In order to visualize 232 and further examine this possibility, we looked at detailed poke distributions for both InSeq and OutSeq 233 trials ( Figure 3I and 3J ). The InSeq distribution shows that the proportion of pokes remained relatively 234 similar between vehicle and CNO in the hM4Di+ group, with only modest differences. However, on 235
OutSeq trials, there is a clear shift in the proportion of trials near the 1s decision threshold indicative of 236 inaccurately making InSeq decisions. Thus, the nose poke differences indicate a decisional shift in the 237 hM4Di+ group following CNO administration. Overall, these results demonstrate that suppression of PL 238 neurons (via systemic CNO administration) in the hM4Di+ group impaired memory for sequences of 239 events but the effect decreases with subsequent administrations of CNO. 240
Synaptic silencing PL→RE projections eliminated sequence memory 241
Our primary goal was to examine whether specific PL inputs to RE and PER, structures heavily 242 interconnected with the hippocampus, contribute to sequence memory (Eichenbaum, 2017b). We tested 243 top down PL inputs by using intracranial CNO infusions (1l at a 1g/l concentration per cannula) 244 targeting RE and PER (within subject) on different days. The daily schedule for RE and PER infusions 245 were randomized and counterbalanced ( Figure 1F ) across rats and repeated conditions to avoid order 246
effect. 247
We first examined PL→RE projections ( Figure 4A ). We found that silencing of PL terminals in RE 248 in the hM4Di+ group significantly impaired sequence memory ( Figure 4D and 4E). There was a clear 249 difference between CNO and vehicle infusions (F(1,9) = 130.850, p = 1.000×10 -6 ), however, there were no 250 differences across repeated conditions ( Figure 4D and 4E; F(1.479,13.312) = 1.012, p = 0.366). Thus, silencing 251 PL→RE synapses powerfully and repeatedly eliminated sequence memory. The mCherry-only group 252 showed no significant differences between CNO and vehicle infusions and no differences across repeated 253 condition ( Figure 4D group. There was no significant relationship between the repeated condition and SMI following either 257 CNO or vehicle infusions ( Figure 4F ; CNO: Pearson's r = 0.101, R 2 = 0.010, p = 0.307; vehicle: Pearson's 258 r = 0.259, R 2 = 0.067, p = 0.096). In the hM4Di+ group, sequence1 and sequence2 were similar across all 259 repeated conditions ( Figure S3C ; first: vehicle, t(9) = 0.989, p = 0.348, CNO, t(9) = -1.665, p = .130; second: 260 vehicle, t(9) = 0.242, p = 0.814, CNO, t(9) = 0.754, p = 0.322, third: vehicle, t(9) = -0.506, p = 0.625, CNO, t(9) 261 = 1.069, p = 0.316), indicating a general sequence memory deficit. 262
We looked at the non-mnemonic effects of PL→RE silencing examining inter-sequence-interval, 263
inter-odor-interval, and nose poke behavior. There were no significant differences between vehicle and 264 CNO injections in either the hM4Di+ or mCherry-only groups in the inter-sequence-interval, nor with the 265 inter-odor-interval ( Figure 4G and 4H; hM4Di+: inter-sequence-interval, t(29) = 0.502, p = 0.611, inter-odor-266 interval, t(29) = 0.394, p = 0.697; mCherry: inter-sequence-interval, t(26) = -1.123, p = 0.272, inter-odor-267 interval, t(26) = 1.119, p = 0.273). There was no significant holding bias during the task between vehicle 268 and CNO (holding, >1s: t(29) = -0.639, p = 0.528; not holding , <1s: t(29) = -0.056, p = 0.956). Additionally, 269 nose poke times were mostly similar between vehicle and CNO conditions with both the hM4Di+ and 270 mCherry-only groups following RE infusions ( Figure 4I ; hM4Di+: OutSeqCorrect, t(29) = -0.709, p = 0.485, 271 mCherry-only: InSeqCorrect, t(26) = -0.020, p = 0.982, OutSeqCorrect, t(26) = -0.777, p = 0.448), but there was a 272 slight and significant increase in the amount of time the rat held during the CNO condition in the hM4Di+ 273 group on InSeq trial (InSeqCorrect: t(29) = -2.760, p = 0.011). We followed up with this analysis and looked at 274 the detailed poke distributions in the hM4Di+ group for all InSeq and OutSeq trials ( Figure 4J and 4K) . 275
The InSeq distribution shows that the proportion of pokes remained relatively similar between vehicle and 276 CNO in the hM4Di+ group, with a slight increase in holding shown in Figure 4J . As shown in Figure 4K , 277 CNO in the hM4Di+ group caused a decrease in the proportion of pokes near the short distribution peak 278 (~0.35-0.6s), and an increase near the 1s decision threshold, compared to vehicle infusions. The nose 279 poke differences indicate a decisional shift in the hM4Di+ group following CNO infusions. Overall, these 280 results provide strong evidence that silencing PL→RE leads to inaccurate decisions, not a basic deficit in
Synaptic silencing PL→PER projections eliminated sequence memory 283
We next looked at PL→PER projections ( Figure 5A ). Silencing the PL→PER projections 284 significantly and consistently impaired sequence memory across repeated conditions in the hM4Di+ group 285 ( Figure 5D and 5E; infusion: F(1,8) = 62.750, p = 4.700×10 -5 ; repeated condition: F(1.592,12.733) = 1.466, p = 286 0.260). A linear regression showed no significant relationship between repeated conditions and SMI 287 following PER infusions with either CNO or vehicle in the hM4Di+ group ( Figure 5F ; CNO: Pearson's r = 288 0.053, R 2 = 0.003, p = 0.399; vehicle: Pearson's r = 0.167, R 2 = 0.028, p = 0.202). Furthermore, CNO did 289 not have a significant effect on sequence memory in the mCherry-only group compared to vehicle 290 infusions ( Figure 5D and 5E; infusion: F(1,8) = 0.690, p = 0.430; repeated condition: F(1.715,13.722) = 0.092, p 291 = 0.886). Additionally, there was no significant difference between the two sequences under any 292 conditions ( Figure S3D ; first: vehicle, t(9) = 0.013, p = 0.990, CNO, t(8) = -0.928, p = .380; second: vehicle, 293 t(9) = -0.169, p = 0.870, CNO, t(9) = -1.101, p = 0.300; third: vehicle, t(9) = 1.003, p = 0.342, CNO, t(9) = 294 0.630, p = 0.545), thus indicating a general sequence memory deficit. 295
We looked at the non-mnemonic effects of PL→PER silencing examining inter-sequence-interval, 296
inter-odor-interval, and nose poke behavior. There were no significant differences between vehicle and 297 CNO injections in either the hM4Di+ or mCherry-only groups in the inter-sequence-interval, nor with the 298 inter-odor-interval following PER infusions ( Figure 5G and 5H; hM4Di+: inter-sequence-interval, t(29) = 299 0.634, p = 0.534, inter-odor-interval, t(29) = 0.456, p = 0.658; mCherry: inter-sequence-interval, t(26) = 300 0.082, p = 0.935, inter-odor-interval, t(26) = -0.874, p = 0.390). Furthermore, there was no significant 301 holding bias during the task between vehicle and CNO (holding: t(29) = 0.322, p = 0.750; not holding: t(29) = 302 1.595, p = 0.122). Additionally, nose poke times were similar between vehicle and CNO conditions with 303 hM4Di+ and mCherry-only groups following PER infusions ( Figure 5I ; hM4Di: InSeqCorrect: t(29) = 0.621, p = 304 0.540, hM4Di+: OutSeqCorrect: t(29) = 0.055, p = 0.956, mCherry-only: InSeqCorrect: t(26) = -0.457, p = 0.652, 305 mCherry-only: OutSeqCorrect: t(26) = -0.707, p = 0.486). We followed up with this analysis and looked at the 306 detailed poke distributions in the hM4Di+ group for all InSeq and OutSeq trials following PER infusions CNO in the hM4Di+ group ( Figure 5J ). As shown in Figure 5K , CNO caused a decrease in the proportion 309 of pokes short poke distribution, (~.20-.4s) and an increase near the 1s decision threshold, compared to 310 vehicle infusions. Thus, the nose poke differences indicate a decisional shift in the hM4Di+ group 311 following CNO administration. Similar to PL→RE, these results provide strong evidence that silencing 312 PL→PER leads to inaccurate decisions, not a basic deficit in poke and hold behavior, reflecting deficits in 313 sequence memory. 314
Differential Role of PL Top down inputs to RE and PER 315
The results demonstrate that activity in both PL→ RE and PL→PER projections are essential to 316 sequence memory. Next, we directly compared the effects of silencing PL→RE and PL→PER projections. 317
Overall, silencing of PL→RE and PL→PER projections were not significantly different from each other 318 across the repeated conditions in the hM4Di+ group (region: F(1,8) =1.487, p = 0.257; repeated condition: 319 F(1.340,10.720) = 0.291, p = 0.667; repeated condition X region: F(1.331, 10.647) = 0.343, p = 0.632). We then 320 examined whether silencing PL→RE and PL→PER projections impaired different memory retrieval 321 strategies that support sequence memory. Our approach was based on the conceptual model shown in 322 Figure 6A (see Reeders et al., 2018) . This model illustrates theoretical performance curves that would be 323 obtained when using working memory and temporal context memory retrieval strategies plotted as a 324 function of sequential lag distances on OutSeq items. With a working memory strategy repeated items 325 would be easier to detect at shorter lags because these items occur more recently. Conversely, with a 326 temporal context memory strategy, repeated items would be easier to detect at longer lags because these 327 items are further away in the original sequence. Therefore, we examined the performance of the OutSeq 328 probe trials across lags, focusing on repeated items (also called backward lags) in order to test the 329 contributions of temporal context memory and working memory. For this analysis, we calculated the 330 percent change in performance (CNO-vehicle) for each rat on each lag. 331
We first looked at items that were repeated in a sequence to see if there was any difference in the 332 impairment patterns dependent on silencing PL→RE and PL→PER projections. A one-sample t-test was change in performance (0%) on all backward lags (3-back, t(14) = -2.388, p = 0.016; 2-back, t(26) = -4.252, p 335 = 1.21 x 10 -4 ; 1-back, t(29) = -5.274, p = 6.00 x 10 -6 ). Additionally, PL→PER silencing resulted in a 336 significant difference on the 3-back, and showed trends toward significant differences from no change in 337 performance on the 2-back and 1-back lags (3-back, t(21) = -4.579, p = 8.15 x 10 -5 ; 2-back, t(27) = -1.609, p 338 = 0.059; 1-back, t(28) = -1.639, p = 0.056). These results indicate that repeated items were affected by 339 silencing both PL→RE and PL→PER pathways. However, the important question is whether there was a 340 difference in the performance patterns across lags when directly comparing the effects of silencing 341 PL→RE and PL→PER pathways. A repeated-measures ANOVA was run revealing a significant 342 interaction effect between PL→RE silencing and PL→PER silencing (region X backward: F(1.968, 23.619) = 343 5.395, p = 0.012), with a large effect size (ŋp 2 = 0.310; Cohen, 1973). In the hM4DI+ group, CNO infusions 344 into RE had the largest effect on 1-back, then 2-back, and the smallest effect on 3-back ( Figure 6B ). In 345 the hM4DI+ group, CNO infusions into PER had the opposite pattern, with the largest effect on 3-back, 346 then 2-back, and the smallest effect on 1-back ( Figure 6B ). These impairment patterns match the 347 expected performance decrements (drop lines in Figure 6A ) from a selective loss of working memory 348 following PL→RE silencing, and a selective loss in temporal context memory following PL→PER 349
silencing. 350
Next, performance for InSeq trials (lag = 0) was tested against no change in performance (0%) 351 following PL→RE and PL→PER silencing. There were no significant differences (InSeqRE: t(29) = -1.189, p 352 = 0.122; InSeqPER: t(28) = -1.004, p = 0.162). The suggests that the InSeq trials were not clearly affected by 353 silencing PL→RE and PL→PER pathways. We found no significant differences comparing PL→RE and 354 PL→PER on InSeq performance levels using a paired-samples t-test (t(28) = -0.982, p = 0.334). 355
Lastly, we looked at if performance on items that skipped ahead in the sequence (forward lags) 356
were affected by PL→RE and PL→PER silencing. We found that PL→RE silencing had a trend towards 357 significance on 1-forward (t(29) = -1.644, p = .055), and a significant difference on 2-forward (t(29) = -2.725, 358 p = 0.006). PL→PER silencing showed a significant difference on the 1-forward (t(28) = 1.732, p = 0.047) 359 and no significant difference on the 2-forward (t(27) = -0.524, p = 0.303). Overall, this suggests that performance levels on items that skipped ahead in the sequence were affected by silencing PL→RE and 361 PL→PER pathways. Again, the important question is whether there was a difference in the patterns when 362 directly comparing the silencing effects in the PL→RE and PL→PER pathways. We used a repeated-363 measures ANOVA and did not find any significant interaction effects in the forward direction (region X 364 forward: F(1,27) = -.012, p = 0.915). 365
Discussion 366
Summary of main findings 367
The present study examined the hypothesis that top down prefrontal projections contribute to 368 sequence memory, and that separate projections control the selection of different retrieval strategies. 369
First, we showed that PL is critical to sequence memory by suppressing PL activity, thereby impairing 370 sequence memory; this is consistent with other reports (e.g., Hannesson et al., 2004; DeVito and 371 Eichenbaum, 2011). However, this result alone does not speak to a role for PL in top down control of 372 sequence memory. Therefore, we directly manipulated PL circuitry using an hM4Di synaptic silencing 373 approach. We found that suppressing activity in the PL→RE or PL→PER pathway effectively eliminated 374 sequence memory. These results unambiguously demonstrate that top down PL projections are essential 375 to sequence memory. Lastly, we used a detailed behavioral lag analysis to determine the differential roles 376 of the PL→RE or PL→PER pathway. We found that silencing the PL→RE pathway disrupted backward 377 lags with a pattern resembling a loss of working memory, whereas silencing the PL→PER pathway 378 disrupted backward lags with a pattern resembling a loss of temporal context memory. Theoretically, 379
working memory and temporal context memory (i.e., graded retrieval strength based on temporal 380 proximity) differentially contribute when items are repeated (see also Reeders et al., 2018) . That is, 381 working memory strategies lead to better performance on shorter lags (e.g., ABCC, lag = -1) which was 382 disrupted when suppressing PL→RE activity, and temporal context memory strategies lead to better 383 performance at longer lags (e.g., ABCA, lag = -3) which was disrupted when suppressing PL→PER 384 time, that top down PL projections control sequence memory, and suggests that RE and PER pathways 386 provide mechanisms enabling the regulation of ongoing retrieval strategies. 387
Testing PL projections with DREADDs in sequence memory 388
In order to test the top down role of PL in sequence memory we suppressed synaptic activity in An important consideration in using hM4Di for brain-behavior relationships is controlling for non-401 specific CNO or infusion effects (Smith et al., 2016; Gomez et al., 2017) . Thus, we used a fully-crossed 2 402 (hM4Di and hM4Di-free) x 2 (CNO and vehicle) experimental design. Notably, the only effects observed in 403 any of our manipulations arose when we activated hM4Di with CNO and tested sequence memory. We 404 also ran several analyses testing the alternative hypothesis that non-memory related behavioral effects 405 could account for the reductions in performance in the sequence memory task. We did not observe any 406 effects (under any conditions) on the time it took rats to run between sequences, on odor sampling and 407 reward retrieval activity, nor on the overall frequency of nose pokes in which rats held for >1s or less <1s 408 (analyzed by ignoring the sequential status of items; see Results). In fact, a detailed analysis of all nose 409 poke times under hM4Di+ and CNO conditions showed a pattern resembling a shift toward inaccurate in the overall frequency of holds on OutSeq items, without large changes in distribution variability or peak 412 times. In fact, we would have expected increased premature and variable responses following PL 413 inactivation if the rats had shifted to simple reaction time behaviors (Narayanan et al., 2006) . Lastly, the 414 sequence memory was consistent across two different sequences. This is important because it eliminates 415 the possibility that rats held a single sequence in working memory focusing on a single strategy 416 throughout the entirety of a session, and instead forced rats to repeatedly retrieve sequences from longer 417 term memory stores. 418
PL pathways to RE and PER control retrieval strategies in sequence memory 419
Generally, it is thought that a major role of the medial prefrontal cortex (including PL) is to control pathways during memory for sequences of events. Importantly, the sequence task we used has been 423 related to episodic-like memory processing and depends on the use of multiple cognitive strategies for 424 optimal performance (Allen et al., 2014; 2015). Using this task, we recently presented evidence using with 425 performance on items that are repeated at across lags (e.g., ABCC, lag = -1; ABCA, lag = -3) (see 428 Reeders et al., 2018) . If rats were using a working memory strategy, then repeated items would be 429 easiest to detect at short lags because those items occurred more recently. However, if rats were using a 430 temporal context memory strategy (i.e., graded retrieval probabilities determined by the temporal 431 proximity of items in the sequence), then repeated items would be the easiest to detect with longer lags, 432 because they occurred with the least temporal proximity. Here, incidental retrieval of nearby items 433 interferes with OutSeq determinations. Thus, the sequence task places pressure on the ability of rats to 434 regulate retrieval strategies at different lag distances for optimal performance using working memory on 435
shorter lags, and temporal context memory on longer lags. We found that suppressing PL→RE activity in a working memory retrieval strategy and is consistent with the role of RE in spatial working memory for sequences of events, that rats use multiple retrieval strategies during sequence memory, and these 447 strategies can be controlled by reducing the activity states of the PL→RE and PL→PER pathways. 448
Interestingly, rats showed a similar level of performance deficits following suppression of both 449 PL→RE and PL→PER pathways on items that skipped ahead in the sequence (e.g., ABD). Theoretically, 450 only temporal context memory or ordinal representational strategies (which were not tested here; see 
Conclusions 457
We presented evidence that top down PL pathways targeting RE and PER can control the retrieval 458 strategy used to support sequence memory. Generally, the ability to shift memory retrieval strategies is 459 important for situation-specific memory access and optimal memory-guided behavior. Importantly, the RE 460 and PER pathways endow PL with the ability to exert top down control over episodic memory retrieval. In 461 future studies, it will be worth exploring if these pathways are vulnerable in disorders that affect the
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682
The sequence memory task tests the ability to remember the order of events within a sequence.
683
(A)The apparatus comprises of a linear track with odor ports at each end where rats were presented with two 684 separate four-odor sequences (A1, B1, C1, D1 or A2, B2, C2, D2). In a session, the two sequences were alternated with 685 up to 100 sequence presentations per session. The use of two sequences (compared to previous versions using a 
711
The quantification of h4MDi infected neurons in PL. 
721
Suppressing PL activity in the hM4Di+ group impaired sequence memory, but there were no significant effects with 722 vehicle administration or in the mCherry-only group (CNO and vehicle).
723
(A) AAV9.hM4Di was injected into PL (bilaterally). Systemic CNO administration (i.p. injection) was used to 724 suppress PL activity.
725
(B) Schematic representation of AAV9.hM4Di viral spread in PL for all rats (n =13). Numbers to the right of each 726 section indicates distance (mm) anterior to bregma according to Paxinos and Watson (2004) .
727
(C) The first repeated condition for the hM4Di+ group was significantly different between vehicle and CNO injection.
728
The second and third repeated condition did not show any significant differences. Moreover, the mCherry-only group 729 did not show any significant differences between vehicle and CNO injections across all repeated conditions. Since 730 the third repeated condition in the hM4Di+ group did not show any significant differences between vehicle and CNO, (F-H) We tested if motor behaviors such as running and poking were affected under all conditions. We first looked at 736 inter-sequence-interval (F) and inter-odor-interval (G) for overall activity levels in the task. (F) inter-sequence-interval 737 is the amount of time (s) it took the rat to run between sequences. There was no significant difference between 738 vehicle and CNO injection for both hM4Di+ and mCherry-only groups. (F) Inter-odor-interval is the amount of time (s) 739 spent between odor trials. There was no significant difference between vehicle and CNO injection for both the 740 hM4Di+ and mCherry-only groups. (G) We next examined poke times for InSeqcorrect and OutSeqcorrect trials. In the 741 hM4Di+ group, there was a significant difference between vehicle and CNO for both InSeqcorrect and OutSeqcorrect 742 poke times. However, the mCherry-only group did not show any significant differences for InSeqcorrect and 
763
(D) All three repeated conditions for the hM4Di+ group showed significant differences between vehicle and CNO 764 infusions. The mCherry-only group did not show any significant differences between vehicle and CNO infusions. 
817
We used a lag analysis in order to evaluate performance 818 across items that skipped ahead in the sequence (lags = 819 +1, +2) and items that repeated (lags = -3, -2, -1).
(A)
A conceptual model based on temporal context 821 memory and working memory across different lags (see 
CONTACT FOR REAGENT AND RESOURCE SHARING 844
Further information and requests for resources should be directed to and will be fulfilled by the Lead 845
Contact, Timothy A. Allen (tallen@fiu.edu). 846
EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS 847
All animal experimental procedures were conducted in accordance with the Florida International 848
University Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (FIU-IACUC). Subjects were male Long-Evans 849 rats (n=34; Charles River Laboratories; weighing 250-350g upon arrival). Rats were individually housed 850 and maintained on a 12 hr inverse light/dark cycle (lights off at 10AM). Rats had ad libitum access to food, 851 but access to water was limited to 2-5 min each day, depending on how much water they received as 852 reward during behavioral training (6-9 ml). All training and testing sessions were conducted during the 853 dark phase (active period) of the light cycle. 854
METHOD DETAILS 855
Sequence memory task 856
The sequence memory task (Allen et al., 2014) involves repeated presentations of odor-857 sequences and requires rats to determine whether each item (odor) was presented in-sequence (InSeq; 858 by holding the nosepoke response for 1 sec) or out-of-sequence (OutSeq; by withdrawing their nose from 859 the port before 1s). Rats were trained on two sequences, each composed of four distinct odors (e.g., 860
Seq1: A1B1C1D1, Seq2: A2B2C2D2). Each sequence was presented at either end of linear track maze. 861
Odor presentations were initiated by a nose-poke, and each trial was terminated after the rat either held 862 for >1.0s (signaled by a tone) or withdrew before 1.0s (signaled by a buzzer). There was a 1.0 s interval 863 between the start of the next trial. Water rewards (one packet of Aspartame for every 500mL of water) 864 were delivered below the odor port after correct responses. Following an incorrect response, a buzzer 865 sound was emitted and the sequence was terminated. Each sequence was presented 50-100 times per 866 session in which approximately half the presentations included all items InSeq (ABCD) and half included 867 one item OutSeq (e.g. ABAD, odor A repeated in the 3 rd position). Note that OutSeq items could be item). Sequence memory was probed with OutSeq trials (e.g., ABAD; one OutSeq trial presented per 870 sequence randomly) and lag distances were analyzed to reveal the temporal order memory performance. 871
Task apparatus 872
Rats were tested in a noise-attenuated experimental room. The behavioral apparatus consisted of 873 a linear track (length, 183 cm; width, 10 cm; height; 43 cm) with walls angled outward at 15° and nose 874 ports at each end, each capable of repeated deliveries of multiple distinct odors. Photobeam sensors 875 were used to detect nose port entries. Each nose port connected to an odor delivery system (Med 876 Associates). Odor deliveries were initiated by a nose poke entry and terminated either when the rat 877 withdrew before 1 sec, or after 1 sec had elapsed. Water ports were positioned under each nose port for 878 reward delivery. Timing boards (Plexon) and digital input/output devices (National Instruments) were used 879 to measure all event times and control the hardware. All aspects of the task were automated using Carvone, CAS: 6485-40-1; D2: 5-Methyl-2-Hexanone, CAS: 110-12-3) that were volatilized with nitrogen 886 air (flow rate, 2 L/min) and diluted with ultrapure air (flow rate, 1 L/min). To prevent cross-contamination, 887 separate Teflon tubing lines were used for each odor. These lines converged into a single channel at the 888 bottom of the odor port. In addition, a vacuum located at the top of the odor port provided constant 889 negative pressure to quickly evacuate odor traces with a matched flow rate. 890
Sequence memory task training 891
Naïve rats were initially trained in a series of incremental stages over 15-20 weeks. Each rat was 892 trained to poke and hold their nose in an odor port for a water reward. The minimum required nose poke 893 duration started at 50ms and was gradually increased (in 15ms steps) until rats held reliably for 1.2s odor presentations in the port (odor A1 and A2, then odor sequences A1B1 and A2B2) and were required to 896 maintain their nose poke response for 1.0 s to receive a reward. Next, rats were trained to identify InSeq 897 and OutSeq items. Rats were initially trained on a two-item sequence in which they were presented with 898 "AB" and "AA" sequences in equal proportions. The correct response on the first odor was to hold for 1.0s 899 (Odor A was always the first item). The second response required rats to determine whether the second 900 item was InSeq (AB; hold for 1.0s to receive reward) or OutSeq (AA; withdraw before 1.0s to receive a 901 reward). After reaching criterion on the two-item sequence, the number of items per sequence was 902 increased to three and four in successive stages (criterion: 70% correct across all individual odor 903 presentations over three sessions). After reaching criterion performance on the two four-item sequences 904 (70% correct on both InSeq and OutSeq items), rats underwent surgery for cannula implantation. Supply Company, FL) targeting PER bilaterally (A/P -6.0 mm, M/L ±6.8 mm, D/V -6.0 mm) and a single 911 site aimed at RE (at a 10̊ angle in order to avoid the superior sagittal sinus; A/P -1.8 mm, M/L -1.2 mm, 912 D/V -6.7 mm). 913
AAV9 microsyringe infusions 914
Rats were anesthetized with isoflurane (induction 5%; maintenance: 2-3%) mixed with oxygen 915 (800 ml/min) and placed in a stereotaxic apparatus (David Kopf Instruments, Model 900). A protective 916 ophthalmic ointment (Gentak, 0.3%) was applied to their eyes and the scalp was sterilized with 917 applications of isopropyl alcohol (70% in diH2O) followed by Betadine. The incision site was locally 918 anesthetized with Marcaine  (7.5 mg/ml, 0.5 ml, s.c.) and the skull was exposed following a fish eye 919 incision. Adjustments were made to ensure bregma and lambda were level (±0.05μm in the D/V plane). thermometer and water heating pad. Ringer's solution with 5% dextrose was administered to maintain 922 hydration (5 ml, s.c.), as well as glycopyrrolate (0.2 mg/ml, 0.5mg/kg, s.c.) to prevent respiratory 923
difficulties. 924
Burr holes were drilled bilaterally over PL (infusion site; OmniDrill35, World Precision Instruments). 925
Infusions were performed using a 10 μl microsyringe (NanoFil; World Precision Instruments) and an 926 infusion pump (UltraMicroPump III; World Precision Instruments). hM4Di+ rats (n=13) received injections 927 of 0.5 μl of the custom AAV-hM4Di nrxn (AAV9.CAG.mCherry-2a-hM4Di nrxn .WPRE.SV40; UPenn Vector 928 Core) bilaterally into PL (A/P 3.24 mm, M/L ±0.7 mm, D/V from cortex -2.8 mm) at a flow rate of at 50 929 nl/min. mCherry-only rats (n=9) received 0.5 μl of the AAV without hM4Di (AAV9.CB7.CI.mCherry. 930 WPRE.rBG; UPenn Vector Core) bilaterally in PL. Pilot experiments were used to determine the viral 931 gestation time and viral expression. AAV9.hM4Di was injected in a group of rats (n=4) and perfused at a 932 series of time points (t = +1 week, t = +2 weeks, t = +4 weeks, t = +8 weeks). In another set of rats (n=2), 933 saline was injected into the left hemisphere of PL and AAV9.hM4Di was injected into the right hemisphere 934 of PL, in order to determine mCherry fluorescence in the virus. The AAV9.CB7.CI.mCherry was injected 935 into three rats at respective diultions of 1:2, 1:4, and 1:8 to measure the expression rate compared to the 936 hM4Di+ group to determine the concentration to use for the control group. 937
Following injection of the viral vector into PL, burr holes overlying PER bilaterally (A/P -6.0 mm, 938 M/L ±6.8 mm, D/V -6.0 mm), and RE (at a 10̊ angle in order to avoid the superior sagittal sinus; A/P -1.8 939 mm, M/L -1.2 mm, D/V -6.7 mm) were drilled into the skull. The cannula implant was inserted and secured 940 with skull screws (1/8-inch grade 2 (CP) titanium; Allied Titatnium Inc.). The head stage was affixed to the 941 surgical screws with dental cement (methyl, methacrylate, Patterson Dental). Dummies were inserted into 942 the cannula poles (extending 0.5μm beyond the tip of the cannula) to protect against debris entering the 943 cannula and prevent scar tissue from developing and blocking the inserted tip of the cannula. A protective 944 cap was affixed atop the cannula implant protect from impacts and debris. Excess skin was sutured (black 945 silk suture 4-0, with reverse cutting needle 19mm, 1/2 Circle; FEN suture). The skin surrounding the head
